We consider the following stochastic differential equation (SDE) with a singular drift: The purpose of present paper is to obtain the uniqueness of solutions of (0.1) in the case of general f$ d but \JL is restricted to a certain class of discrete measures : The case \JL = <5 0 is the most typical case and actually, we consider only cases which can be reduced to this special case. In Oshima's case, the method
of skew product Is a fundamental tool but, in our case, this method is not applicable and we have to exploit another method. For this, we use the method of decomposing the solution into pieces called excursions in R d \{x; x d = Q}.
By showing that the point process formed of these excursions is uniquely represented by means of a Brownian motion and Poisson point process of Brownian excursions, we can clarify the structure of solutions and consequently, we can show the uniqueness of solutions. We remark that excursion point processes have been discussed in Watanabe [8] and [9] with somewhat different purposes.
Let a, b, T, ft and \JL be as above. In the following, we enumerate several conditions considered in this paper on a, b, T, ft and ju: In §2 we shall prove Theorem B in the case of (0.5)' and the general case will be proven by reducing it to the case (0.5)' In §4. §1 is devoted to preparing some propositions which play an important role in §2. In §3 we shall prove Theorem A. ( where Xi is the Indicator function of an interval I, and for a fixed x, j; e ^d and yy^O we consider the following SDE with respect to Q d :
The solution of this SDE can be given by the following recursion formula: 
where the const, depends only on d 9 T, \\a\\ ^^ \\b\\ ^ K a and K b . Thus (1.9) immediately follows from Gronwall's inequality. |g
Let /: ^d-»^1 be a bounded Lipschitz continuous function with the Lipschitz constant K f . For a fixed x, ye^d and 17^0 we define lj z (x, j, ^; w) by Jo Then, since /j(x, y,rji t, w) can be written as /j(x, y,ri;t, w)
it has the same properties on x, y, r\, t and w as X n (x, y,n\t, w). Moreover, as a corollary to Proposition 1.3, we have and we denote by P 5 the unique probability law of X( • ), then it follows from the above that *|^o)=JW*) a.s. (P).
Therefore, putting (2.5) and this together, we have that for 0 < t a < • • • < t n = Z \ jE'CP^/w^e^,..., w(s n )E* n ) 5j then A(t)<oo for any r^O and ti->^4(0 is strictly increasing right continuous with v4(0) = 0 and A(co)=co a.s. (P). Moreover we see from the above that with probability one
Now, from this and the fact :
we define J^^-point processes p and g on ^"g as follows :
; A(t)>A(t-)} 9
We also put £(t) = S(A(t)) (f^O) and c
is nonnegative from (2.3).
Firstly, as to an J^^-point process p on ^g, we state the following. The idea of the proof is due to S. Watanabe.
Proposition 2 0 L An ^A^~point process p on i^Q is of class QL with compensator + (dw n irfr + )+c-(t(t-))dtQ'--(dw n
Proof. It is sufficient to show that for t' > t and F e ^OTg' (A(t) ))-) = a ± (A(t-) ) and (/ ± )-i(/ ± ( ff± G4(0))) = <r ± 0*(0). Therefore, combining this and the above, we have
where s = / ± (t7 ± (A(r))), which, as to (2.13), says that the left hand side is less than or equal to the right one. Next we show the opposite sign of inequality. For this, we fix *>0 and let s>0 be such as 0<s^l±
((r ± (A(t))) and p ± [s]
We take * 0 = inf {*'; s = I ±(a ± (A(t')))} . Then, by noting that Thus, as we saw in the above, it follows that Therefore, as to (2.13), we obtain the another inequality and consequently, the proof of (2.13) is complete. To do this, we define an J^( 0 -point process q n on ^g as follows:
This g K is well-defined, since
Jo
And it is easily seen that for any s e D
q n ls-](.) = X n (X n (A(s-)l X n (tA( S -K n ), A(s-);-, p[.s])-XJ(A(s-)).
Hence, from this and the definition of q and q n we observe that the left hand side of (2.17) is dominated by
X n (A(s-)l A(s-); t,

Noting that A(s)<A(L(T)-)^T for 0<s<L(T) and C^n([^(s-)] n )
; s^O] iŝ (^-predictable, we see that each term of (2.18) is also dominated as follows:
Therefore, by (1.7), (1.9), (2.16) and Proposition 2.1 it follows that each term of (2.18) tends to zero as n t oo, which implies (2.17). SB Thirdly, we state the following, which plays an important role in the proof of Proposition 2.4 below. 
Proposition 2c3o
/'(A(s) A r)_j^( s -) A f) nfoo O^f^T s;A(s)--4(s-)>e
for each E > 0 and T> 0. We next define I' n (t , S, S') (f ^ 0, S' ^ S ^ 0) by
Ii(t, S, S') -sr
A(*-Sr AS' .
Then, since |/j(t, S, S')-(/i(f A S ; )-/j(f A S))| is dominated by 2 max \B l (s)\ \f(X n (t A S))-f(X n ([t A S] n ))|, we observe from (2.15) that lim£[ max \I* n (t AS')-/i(f A S) for each T>0. Hence it follows that (2.20) Mm £[max S l/i(4(s) A t)-/i(X(s-) A t) nt°o O^t^T s;A(s)-^4(s-)>8
-/ia4(s-),4 (5) 
fA(s)At f(X(0)) dB'(B) s;A(s)-A(s-)>E
£4-0 O^t^T
By (1.17) and by noting that c + (£)-c-(£)=$*(£),
Hence, putting all this together, we immediately obtain (2.27). Applying (1.18) instead of (1.17), by the same way as above we see that for each T>0
Next, from (2.7) the following is obvious: For each s>0 and £^0
where we have to recall (2.7). On the other hand, by (2.27) and (2.28), the left hand side of (2.29) converges in probability to t But, since both sides are left continuous in r, we see that this identity holds for all r>0a.s. (P). Consequently, replacing t by A(t) and then taking the right hand limits in f, we obtain the conclusion of the proposition. E3
i (L(t)-) + X'(f)-^(L(f)-}
Putting the above propositions together, we shall prove (2.6).
Proof of (2.6). As before, we denote ^A(t) by & v We now take a filtered probability space ( Proo/. By time change by means of\ oc(F(s)) 2 ds, we can assume a=l.
Jo
We set functional F 1 and F 2 defined on {w e^1 ; w(0) = 0} by Then we can observe that with probability one,,
2) t n < + oo Hence, noting (3.8) B k isan^t +Tk -BMŵ e see that (3.2) is true for n = k+ 1, and so are (3.4) and (3.5) for n = k. Thus, putting all this together, we conclude that (3.2), (3.4) and (3.5) hold for any rc^O.
From (3.6) and (3.7), it is easily seen that By (3.4) and (3.5), this implies that for every J= 
Hence, we have that for p > 0 where the const, depends only on p, and therefore, taking the expectation, we obtain (3.9) at once. H
As a corollary to Proposition 3.1, we have 
Then, for any probability measure A(dx) on R d and any [X(t), B(t), M(i)~] e
T aj(X(s))dBJ(s)+ (' b i (X(s))ds
7=1 JO Jo
+ £ r fj(7
=1 Jo
which especially implies that X(0 is a system of J^-semimartingales. It remains to show that where P* stands for a probability measure on i^d given in § §1.1 for a and 6. r, in view of (0.1)' we observe the following: For each n^O (ii) We assume that (4.4) is true for n^p (p^O). Then, since P(X(-AT p+1 )e*)
by using (4.3), our assumption implies that (4.4) is true for n = p+l. Hence, from (i) and (ii) it follows that (4.4) holds for any n^O. Consequently, combining (4.1) and (4.4), we conclude that the probability law of X(-) is uniquely determined, and thus the proof of the uniqueness of 5 A [a, 6, T, $, /x] is completed.
